
Mathematis 376 { Probability and Statistis IILab Projet 4 { Hypothesis TestingMarh 29 and 31, 2006BakgroundWe have now disussed various tests of hypotheses for means, varianes, et. of normaldistributions. In this lab we will work through several realisti examples to illustratethe thinking proess statistiians would use to selet appropriate tests, and interpret theresults.New Maple CommandThere is another graphial routine in our statistis pakage that produes what arealled \box-and-whisker" plots for lists of numerial data. You will need to use these atseveral points in this lab. The idea is the following. To get a rough visual piture of thedistribution of a data set, as an alternative to the relative frequeny histogram, we an usea box-and-whisker plot. The idea of this graphial display is to show the loations of theminimum, the 25th perentile, the median or 50th perentile, the 75th perentile and themaximum of the data values by drawing a box with vertial bars at the 25th, 50th, 75thperentile values, together with two thinner \whiskers" extending out to the minimumand maximum. The new proedure in the Maple pakage is designed to draw one of theseplots for any olletion of lists, \staked vertially," in one graphial display so that wean visually ompare data sets in a rough way. Chek the on-line doumentation for moreinformation and a usage example.Lab QuestionsA) An oÆe furniture manufaturer has developed a new glue appliation proess forassembling tables. To ompare the new proess with the old one urrently in use, randomsamples with n = 30 are seleted from inventories produed with the two proesses. Eahtable is subjeted to \destrutive testing" in whih the fore (in pounds) needed to breakthe glue in the table was measured. Let X be the fore in pounds needed to break oneof the new tables, and Y be the fore in pounds needed to break one of the old tables.The goal is to determine whether the new gluing proess has signi�antly inreased thestrength of the tables. The data olleted was as follows:X : 1250 1210 990 1310 1320 1200 1290 1360 1200 11501120 1360 1310 1110 1320 980 950 1430 1100 1080960 1050 1310 1240 1420 1170 1470 1060 1230 1300and Y : 1180 1360 1310 1190 920 1060 1440 1010 1000 9501310 980 1310 1030 960 800 1280 1080 900 1030930 1050 1010 1310 940 860 1450 1070 840 11001



1) Construt box-and-whisker plots for these data sets (plotted together) and make aninformal onjeture about whether or not the new proess (the X data) has inreasedthe strength of the tables, ompared with the Y data.2) Desribe an appropriate test of the null hypothesis H0 : �X = �Y versus Ha : �X >�Y . Say what your assumptions about the data are, what your test statisti is, whatthe rejetion region will be, and so forth.3) Carry out your test at the � = :01 level of signi�ane. Give a lear and onisestatement of the onlusion you draw from your test.4) What is the attained signi�ane level of your test (the p-value)? Use the appropriateCDF funtion in the Maple pakage to determine an aurate estimate of p, not justa range of possible values. What does this say?B) Let X be the lengths of male spiders of a partiular large speies and let Y be thelengths of female spiders of the same speies (both in mm). Assume that the distributionsof X;Y are normal: N(�X ; �2X) and N(�Y ; �2Y ) respetively. A random sample of nX = 9X values were taken: 20:4; 21:7; 21:9; 21:4; 21:1; 23:6; 18:9; 22:6; 21:3Similarly, a random sample of nY = 13 observations of Y were made:20:5; 20:4; 20:3; 21:1; 21:2; 20:9; 21:0:21:3; 20:9; 20:0; 20:4; 20:8; 20:3Is there a statistially demonstrable di�erene in the length distributions of two sexes,though? Here is one possible proedure for testing for equality of two normal distributionsin the small sample ase:� First, test for equality of varianes.� If there is no demonstrable di�erene in the varianes, test for equality of the meansusing the t-test for equality of means that we disussed in lass (using the pooledestimator Sp for the ommon variane).� If there is a demonstrable di�erene in the varianes, the basi t-test is not all thatreliable in some ases. With small sample sizes, most experiened statistiians woulduse a di�erent approximating distribution due to Welh: Use the test statisti:t = X � YqS2XnX + S2YnY ;but set up the rejetion region for the test using a t-distribution with r degrees offreedom where(1) r = � (S2X=nX + S2Y =nY )2(S2X=nX)2=(nX � 1) + (S2Y =nY )2=(nY � 1)�(where [z℄ = greatest integer less than or equal to z).2



In this problem, you will follow this proedure to test this data:1) Test the null hypothesis H0 : �2X = �2Y against the alternative hypothesis Ha : �2X 6=�2Y . You may selet the signi�ane level �. Interpret your results and give theattained signi�ane level (p-value).2) Test the null hypothesis H0 : �X = �Y against the alternative hypothesis Ha : �2X 6=�2Y . Selet the test statisti, et. based on the results of your test from part 1 andexplain your hoie. Also learly state the onlusion you draw from the test.3) Construt box-and-whisker plots of the two data sets and reonile with your resultsin parts 1 and 2.AssignmentGroup write-ups due at the end of the lass on Friday, Marh 31.
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